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Remember when you were learning to ride a bike? Some
people used training wheels. Others had someone holding
onto the back of their seat providing stability for the first few
feet. Regardless, the keys to staying upright are proper
balance and forward momentum.
Now multiply the number of riders on the bike by ten. This is
no wimpy tandem bike we’re talking about—this is a legitimate
ten-person bicycle. (And yes, those really do exist. It was a
surprise to us, too!) While the combined effort and
coordination of the riders make staying upright a bit more
complicated, balance and forward momentum are still the keys
keeping the bike upright and moving in the right direction.
Making this analogy a bit more useful, think about the people
riding the ten-person bicycle as a representation of your
employees. Statistically speaking, three of the ten riders are
peddling with all their hearts. This equates to the percentage
of employees who are engaged in their work. Another five
riders are pretending to peddle. They are the employees who
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show up and do the minimum to get the job done. They’re
basically just along for the ride. Then there are the final two
riders who are slamming on the brakes. They represents the
“actively disengaged” who make up approximately 20% of
the US workforce and are estimated to cost the US economy
approximately half a trillion dollars per year.i
Let’s be honest, if you are going to be riding a ten-person
bicycle, you want to make sure you have the right people on
with you to keep the bike upright and moving forward.

Measuring employee engagement is
not the same as running a general
employee satisfaction survey.

It is no wonder then, that organizations across the world are
recognizing the need to not only measure employee
engagement, but also work hard to improve it. Actively
measuring engagement helps organizations identify their
best leaders, determine the drivers of engagement, and
diagnose troubled areas that need immediate attention. In
short, employee engagement surveys tell leaders exactly
which levers they need to pull as they work to build better,
stronger organizations.

What is Employee Engagement?
Let’s start with what it’s not. Measuring employee
engagement is not the same as running a general employee
satisfaction or feedback survey. While that’s valuable
information to gather, simply knowing whether your
employees are satisfied with their work or how they feel
about the latest training is not the same as measuring how
engaged they are.
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To state the obvious, employee engagement is a measure of
how engaged employees are. While there are a myriad of
metrics out there, most organizations agree that
engagement measures should include metrics such as
whether an employee would recommend the company to a
friend, whether they are proud to work there, whether they
believe in the mission of the organization, and whether their
work is valued and their talents well utilized.ii These insights
into how employees feel are invaluable to organizations that
want to improve their workforce and create a strong,
enduring culture.

Why Does Employee Engagement Matter?
Employee engagement is a proven driver of quality, revenue,
and customer service. For example, Harvard Business Review
published a study noting that Best Buy identified that a 0.1%
increase in employee engagement led to more than
$100,000 in additional annual operating income at an
individual store.iii
One Qualtrics Employee Engagement client, the nation’s
largest rural, not-for-profit health care system, measured three
times greater patient satisfaction in high engagement clinics
versus low engagement clinics. By combining employee
insights with customer insights, they’ve been able to improve
both. And they’re seeing the business impact as well.
On the flipside, disengaged employees are more likely to
steal from their employers, drag down their co-workers, and
drive customers away from the organization. Knowing that
employees can be both your biggest asset and your biggest
liability, it’s essential to know how to improve engagement
so you can help everyone on your team get better, engage in
their work, and start peddling.

The Diagnosis Dilemma
We often hear from potential clients that one of the hardest
parts of improving engagement is simply figuring out what
needs to be improved. The diagnosis stage can be painful.
Imagine you were sick and you had to go to a doctor for a
diagnosis. What if it took two months to set up the
diagnostic tools to begin gathering information and running
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tests? What if then took another two months to get the
results back, and even then they are no more than a data
dump. Another two months passes for your doctor to
analyze and interpret the data.
Six months have passed and you finally have your diagnosis,
but haven’t even begun treatment. And how much has
changed? You may be far sicker now. You may have
recovered from that illness and be plagued with another. No
matter what your current situation is, it bears little
resemblance to the situation that first brought you to the
doctor months before.

We want to make it easy for you to
act on employee engagement
insights as they come in.

You would never go to a doctor who was that inefficient and
who put your health at such risk with extended delays. So
why would you accept that from an employee engagement
vendor? It seems ludicrous, but many organizations do. They
wait weeks or even months for employee engagement data,
but by the time they get it they aren’t even sure it’s still
relevant. The good news? You don’t have to accept that kind
of malpractice anymore.

The Qualtrics Employee Engagement Philosophy
At Qualtrics, we recognize that you’re people experts and
we’re technology gurus. We want to make it easy for you to
analyze, interpret and act on employee engagement insights
as they come in. That’s why we’ve built a product that makes
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it easy for you to identify the specific drivers of engagement
and disengagement at the organization, region, and team
level. This enables managers to know which levers to pull to
improve employee engagement in their organizations—which
means improving quality, revenue, and customer service. The
benefits that set Qualtrics Employee Engagement apart from
other solutions include real-time data, customized reporting,
and mind-blowing flexibility.
Ease and Flexibility
At Qualtrics we understand that every organization is
different. That’s why we created the easiest and most flexible
form development on the market. With an intuitive pointand-click interface, it’s easy to customize forms and reports
quickly and at no extra cost.
In addition to having over 70 question types, adjustable
scoring, and robust translation functionality, Qualtrics
Employee Engagement is a content-agnostic solution that
allows you to use whatever questions or measurements you
want in your surveys, whether internally developed drivers or
external consultant content. Combine that with advanced
features allowing organizations to auto-populate text or use
sophisticated question display logic, and you can see why
Qualtrics is the employee engagement solution preferred by
many of the world’s leading organizations.
We consistently update our cloud-based platform to give
clients the latest innovations. We also integrate with existing
human resource information systems.
Real-time Insights
Few things will do more to damage employee engagement
than raising expectations by measuring it and then doing
nothing about it. Nearly as damaging is waiting months
between diagnosis and action. Employees want to feel heard
and managers want to act on timely, relevant data.
With Qualtrics Employee Engagement, you can set up back
end survey analytics to process responses in real-time. You
no longer need to wait weeks or even months for an external
vendor or an internal HR analytics team to crunch data. The
drivers of engagement can be automatically run through a
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multiple regression analysis and piped into the organizational
structure and hierarchy to make sure relevant data is made
available to company leaders in real-time.
Customized Reporting
No two organizations are the same. Neither are divisions
within an organization. When measuring employee
engagement, it’s not enough to simply give an organizationwide score, noting the key drivers of engagement and
disengagement at the aggregate level. Managers at each
level of the organization need to know the statistically
significant measures that are driving engagement for their
piece of the business. This lets them know which levers they
need to pull to improve.

No two organizations are the same.
Neither are divisions within an
organization.

At Qualtrics, we understand how important it is to have
individualized custom dashboards for every manager at each
level of the organization. This gives managers the ability to
drill down through the data to the teams below them.
Having data specific to their sphere of influence allows
managers to discover areas of strength and diagnose
disengagement within their ranks, which helps them create
action plans specific to their department’s needs. Interactive
dashboards also allow managers to filter the data by
geography, tenure, role, or any other field associated with
the engagement survey.
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Customizable reports and interactive dashboards are
essential to improving engagement. Qualtrics Employee
Engagement makes a sophisticated measurement process
simple and does it in real-time.

Conclusion
Riding a ten-person bicycle can be exciting and
challenging. It’s much easier to stay upright and moving
forward if the people on the bike are fellow-peddlers
driving forward momentum. Let’s be honest, peddling
hard while someone else is slamming on the brakes is
exhausting and demoralizing.
That’s why measuring employee engagement has never
been more important. But measuring it is not enough. To
improve engagement, it must be measured and reported on
in real-time, enabling leaders to act on relevant data. Realtime insight into engagement drivers is the key to
capitalizing on what is going well and rectifying what
can be improved. Here at Qualtrics, we make it easy
for you to do both.
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